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Like most historical narratives of Black Americans, the story of Black land ownership in this country 
is one of deprivation and resiliency. Following the Civil War, newly freed slaves and their 
descendants accumulated nearly 20 million acres of land[i] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-
4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn1) and primarily used it as farmland.[ii] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn2) However, over the last 





of dollars in lost wealth.[iii] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-
03B15D0EA81F#_edn3) A number of things contributed to the loss of Black-owned land. To 
explain, most land loss is attributed to heirs’ property, [iv] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-
B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn4) racial acts of terror and manipulation against Black farmers,[v] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn5) and decades of 
discrimination directed at the behest of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).[vi] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn6)
Around the 1920s, the Ku Klux Klan and other vigilante groups terrorized Black farmers in an effort 
to drive them off of their property. [vii] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-
03B15D0EA81F#_edn7) Concurrent to the incitement of these terroristic acts was the federal 
government’s implementation of a number of discriminatory practices that intentionally deprived 
Black farmers of similar opportunities seized by their White counterparts. The USDA systematically 
excluded Black farmers from government farm support programs,[viii] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-
96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn8) conspired with banks and land developers to steal Black 
farmers’ property, and denied Black farmers loans that many White farmers were able to secure with 
ease.[ix] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn9) Setting aside all 
other acts of racism and discrimination, these practices alone devastated the Black community and 
have yet to be adequately addressed. 
(https://www.motherjones.com/food/2020/06/black-farmers-soul-fire-farm-reparations-african-
legacy-agriculture/)
In recent years, however, scholars, Congressional members, and several non-profit organizations have 
launched a grassroots movement to rectify the impact of this forced loss of land. In 2010, the 
Uniform Law Commission promulgated the Uniform Partition of Heirs Property Act (UPHPA),[x] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn10) which aimed at 
redrafting property laws to stabilize tenancy-in-common ownership for disadvantaged families.[xi] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn11) Despite its dramatic 
impact on the rules surrounding inheritance in marginalized communities, only thirteen states have 
adopted the UPHPA. Most recently, Congress passed a 2019 Farm Bill that contained provisions 
designed to provide access to farming-based government assistance programs and help heirs’ 
property owners better maintain ownership of their property.[xii] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-
96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn12) Although the UPHPA successfully addresses the 
partition laws that negatively impact families with heirs’ property holdings and the 2019 Farm Bill 
provides first-time access to government assistance programs, these policies only serve as a modest 
start in rectifying the social and economic harms Black farmers experienced. Tailored and directed 
investment is needed.
Although these legislative enactments are imperative to the future of Black farming, they do not 
directly address land restoration.[xiii] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-
03B15D0EA81F#_edn13) In February 2021, six members of Congress reintroduced the Justice for 
Black Farmers Act.[xiv] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-
03B15D0EA81F#_edn14)One of this proposed Act’s features is to restore the land base lost by 
Black farmers due to discriminatory practices within the American agricultural institution.[xv] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn15) Legislative policies 
directing the federal government to prioritize land distribution to Black farmers are needed “to undo 
the racist legacy of land theft.”[xvi] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-
03B15D0EA81F#_edn16) Despite the glaring wealth disparities and racial discrepancies seen within 
the farming industry, some individuals do not believe focused investment in the Black community is 
needed or just.[xvii] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn17)
Over the last five years, all farmers involved in the small-scale farming industry have faced 
substantial hardship due to increasing industrialization and consolidation.[xviii] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn18) These trends, coupled 
with the growth of agri-businesses, have led to a decline in the farming profession,[xix] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn19) a significant increase in 
Chapter 12 farm bankruptcies[xx] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-
03B15D0EA81F#_edn20) and an alarming surge in farmer suicide rates.[xxi] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn21) Although the adversities 
experienced by the entire small-scale farming industry must undoubtedly be addressed, overlooking 
the disparities between black and white small-scale farmers only exacerbates the racial caste system 
seen within this institution and creates more problems for the industry. 
Greater financial investment in Black farmers does not negate the plight of White farmers; it simply 
serves as an avenue for redress for the decades of federally mandated discrimination and deprivation 
of opportunity. The USDA’s long and evidenced history of willful discrimination, exclusion, and 
inequitable treatment severely impacted generations of Black Americans. Over the course of 90 
years, there was a 98% decrease in the number of Black farmers and a 90% loss in land.[xxii] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn22) Today, Black farmers 
account for less than 2% of all U.S. farmers[xxiii] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-
03B15D0EA81F#_edn23) and represent only .04% of all farm acreage.[xxiv] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn24) The trend of these 
statistics, when combined with an understanding of the role land plays in our nation’s history of 
wealth accumulation, highlights the origins of the racial wealth gap. Racism has shaped the 
American farming landscape, and prioritized investment in Black farmers levels the playing field.
Direct investment in Black farmers serves as “an equitable balancing of the scales after decades of 
systematic racism within the USDA that disadvantaged Black farmers, excluded them from loans 
and other programs, [and] prevented them from holding on to their land.”[xxv] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn25) Creating policies and 
programs that provide a larger investment in Black farmers fulfills a “societal obligation”[xxvi] 
(applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn26) to a group that has been 
historically and systematically discriminated against. When a series of wrongs are committed by the 
federal government, equitable structural and institutional responses are required. To advance and 
succeed as a nation, we must address and reconcile with the wrongs of our past because the “true 
measure of our character is how we treat the poor, the disfavored, the accused, the incarcerated, and 
the condemned.”[xxvii] (applewebdata://6C3CEA72-96A4-4220-B0B8-03B15D0EA81F#_edn27) 
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